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ABSTRACT.10

Liquid water within glacier ice and at the glacier beds exerts a significant11

control on ice flow and glacier stability through a number of processes, includ-12

ing altering the rheology of the ice and lubricating the bed. Some of this water13

is generated as melt in regions of rapid deformation, including shear margins,14

due to heating by viscous dissipation. However, how much meltwater is gener-15

ated and drained from shear margins remains unclear. Here, we apply a model16

that describes the evolution of ice temperature, melting, and water transport17

within deforming ice to estimate the flux of meltwater from shear margins18

in glaciers. We derive analytical expressions for ice temperature, effective19

pressure, and porosity in zones of temperate ice, and we apply this model to20

estimate the flux from three Antarctic glaciers: Bindschadler and MacAyeal21

Ice Streams, Pine Island Glacier, and Byrd Glacier. We show that the flux22

of meltwater from shear margins in these regions may be as significant as the23

meltwater produced by frictional heating at the bed, with average fluxes of24

„ 1000´ 2000 m3 yr´1. This contribution of shear heating to meltwater flux at25

the bed may thus affect both the rheology of the ice as well as sliding at the26

bed, both key controls on fast ice flow.27

INTRODUCTION28

Fast-flowing glaciers and ice streams drain a significant fraction of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets29

(Rignot and others, 2011; Joughin and others, 2018a,b; Lemos and others, 2018) and many of the glaciers30

have been accelerating in the last two decades, contributing more to sea-level rise (De Rydt and others,31

2021; King and others, 2020). The speed of flow in many ice streams are largely controlled by friction32

at the bed (the ice-sediment interface) and lateral shear stresses in the margins (MacAyeal and others,33
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1995; Morlighem and others, 2013; Ranganathan and others, 2021a). Many of these ice streams flow34

over complex hydrologic systems that transport water at the glacier bed to the ocean (Engelhardt and35

Kamb, 1997; Fricker and others, 2007, 2010, 2016; Siegfried and Fricker, 2021), and the presence of liquid36

water in glaciers and in these channels affects both basal friction and lateral shear stresses in the margins.37

The amount and distribution of water at the bed alters the basal friction of glaciers, as water acts as a38

lubricant and changes the characteristics of the sediments the ice slides over, thereby affecting the speed of39

flow (Tulaczyk and others, 2000a; Iverson and Iverson, 2001; Price and others, 2008; Hoffman and others,40

2011). In some regions, water collects into subglacial lakes which may store significant amounts of water.41

Observations have shown subglacial floods to cause acceleration of glaciers, ultimately affecting the amount42

of ice discharge (Stearns and others, 2008; Howat and others, 2013; Livingstone and others, 2013; Siegfried43

and others, 2016). Whether meltwater is held within the ice or drained to the bed also may affect the44

rheology of ice in the margins by softening the ice (Barnes and others, 1971; De La Chapelle and others,45

1999; Dash and others, 2006; Adams and others, 2021) and partially set the width of ice streams that46

are not topographically controlled (Haseloff and others, 2019). Additionally, meltwater generation on ice47

shelves may enable flux of freshwater to the ocean, affecting ocean circulation and the ice-ocean interface48

which may control ice shelf stability (Alley and others, 2016). Therefore, meltwater has a significant effect49

on the flow speed and stability of rapidly-deforming glaciers.50

NASA’s Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) enabled observation of glacier hydrology,51

including distribution of subglacial lakes and hydrologic networks (Fricker and others, 2007) and estimates52

of and changes to water volume (Fricker and others, 2010; McMillan and others, 2013; Siegfried and others,53

2014; Smith and others, 2017; Siegfried and Fricker, 2021). While observations have improved our under-54

standing of how the subglacial hydrologic system is changing and affecting glacier flow, a characterization55

of the physical processes generating the water in these systems remains incomplete and is necessary for56

projections of subglacial hydrology and its future effects on fast flow given a changing climate.57

In Antarctica, much of the water in the subglacial hydrologic system is generated at the glacier bed58

(through melting by geothermal heat and basal friction), while in Greenland, most of the water is generated59

by surface melt due to warm temperatures. However, some meltwater percolates from the glacier itself,60

either through moulins or through small veins in temperate ice (Lliboutry, 1971). This temperate ice is61

usually created through shear heating (work done during rapid ice deformation being dissipated as heat)62

and is generally found in regions of significant shear, such as the base of ice sheets where the ice is frozen63

to the bed and in the margins of ice streams (Jacobson and Raymond, 1998; Schoof, 2004; Suckale and64

others, 2014; Perol and Rice, 2015; Marsh and others, 2016). In particular, previous work has found65

potentially extensive temperate zones in the margins of Antarctic ice streams due to the rapid deformation66

in these regions (Perol and others, 2015; Meyer and Minchew, 2018). Since temperate ice is porous,67

meltwater generated in temperate zones can percolate through the temperate zone and eventually drain68

into the hydrologic channels at the bed (Lliboutry, 1971; Perol and Rice, 2015; Meyer and others, 2018).69

The contribution of temperate ice zones generated by shear heating to meltwater production, however, is70

currently poorly characterized.71

Here, we develop and apply a model for the flux of meltwater out of temperate ice zones in order to72

quantify the contribution of shear heating to subglacial hydrologic channels. We use an ice temperature73

model derived by Meyer and Minchew (2018) from conservation of energy to identify the thickness of74

temperate zones. We then apply the thickness of the temperate zone to a model for polythermal glaciers75

developed by Schoof and Hewitt (2016), which estimates meltwater drainage from ice porosity and pressure76

gradients. We apply this coupled model to the one-dimensional case of a vertical ice column in steady-state77

and show that our analytical formulation matches with numerical solutions to the conservation of energy78

and water transport equations. Finally, we apply this model and remotely sensed observations to estimate79

the meltwater flux out of shear margins of the Antarctic Ice Sheet.80
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MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE PRESSURE, POROSITY, AND MELTWATER FLUX81

We develop a model for temperature and meltwater flux in shear margins of ice streams. We assume that,82

in shear margins of ice streams, vertical shear can be neglected and lateral shear is the primary form of83

deformation, as done in previous studies [e.g. Perol and Rice (2015); Meyer and Minchew (2018)]. Heat84

is introduced into ice primarily through frictional heat at the bed, geothermal heat at the bed, and ice85

deformation internally. Heat is then diffused and advected both laterally and vertically. In areas where86

there is enough heat to bring the ice up to its melting point, a temperate zone is generated. Temperate ice is87

defined as a mixture of ice and liquid meltwater that is at the pressure melting temperature. In this study,88

we use a fixed melting temperature of Tm “ 273 K, the pressure melting point of ice at approximately89

atmospheric pressure conditions. We neglect the effects of varying pressure on the melting temperature,90

a reasonable assumption given that the melting temperature of ice varies by less than 2 K at pressures91

expected in ice sheets, which is within the uncertainties of our model. Temperate ice is porous, with92

dimensional porosity φ̃ that is affected by a melting rate m. We approximate ice in temperate zones as93

incompressible, recognizing that porosity will make temperate ice slightly compressible (Hewitt and Schoof,94

2017). The heat and moisture equations are defined, respectively, as:95

ρIcp

”

BT̃

Bt̃
` u ¨∇T̃

ı

´∇ ¨ pK∇T̃ q “W ´ ρwLm (1a)

Bφ̃

Bt̃
` u ¨∇φ̃`∇ ¨ J̃ “ m (1b)

where T̃ is dimensional ice temperature (T̃ ď Tm), u is ice velocity, ρI is the mass density for ice, cp96

is the specific heat capacity of ice, K is thermal conductivity, ρw is the mass density of water, L is the97

specific latent heat of fusion, J̃ is the dimensional water flux, and W “ σij 9εij is the rate of heating through98

viscous dissipation (hereafter called shear heating, where σij is the deviatoric stress tensor and 9εij is the99

strain-rate tensor). Applying the constitutive relation for ice, W can be written as W “ A´
1
n 9ε

n`1
n , where100

9ε “
b

1
2 9εij 9εij is the effective strain rate and A is the ice softness parameter which is inversely proportional101

to ice viscosity ηI such that 2ηI “ A´1{n 9εp1´nq{n.102

We will use these governing equations to estimate the flux of water out of temperate ice zones (J̃). To103

do so, we redefine Equations (1a) and (1b) in terms of enthalpy H̃, a term that defines the internal energy104

of the system along with its pressure and volume and which is particularly useful for multiphase fluid flow.105

We define enthalpy as106

H̃ “ ρIcppT̃ ´ Tmq ` ρwLφ̃ (2)

where Tm is the constant melting temperature. We assume mass conservation Bρ̃
Bt̃
`∇ ¨ pρ̃uq “ 0, in which107

ρ̃ “ p1´ φ̃qρI and ρI is a constant. Applying this, Equations 1a and 1b can be combined as108

BH̃
Bt̃
` u ¨∇H̃´∇ ¨ pK∇T̃ q “W ´ ρwLp∇ ¨ J̃q (3)

We define meltwater flux J̃ using Darcy’s Law, a model for fluid flow through a porous medium due to109

gravitational body forces and the gradient of effective pressure, as110
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J̃ “ k0φ̃
α

ηw
rpρw ´ ρIqg`∇Ñ s (4)

where k0 is the coefficient of hydraulic permeability, α is the porosity exponent that sets the dependence of111

hydraulic diffusion on porosity, ηw is the water viscosity, g “ p0, 0, gq is gravity (positive vertically), and Ñ112

is dimensional effective pressure, defined as the difference between the pressure in the ice and pore water113

pressure. We can relate this pressure difference to the rate of ice compaction such that114

Ñ “ ´
ηI

φ̃
∇ ¨ u (5)

in which ηI
φ̃

acts as a bulk ice viscosity and ηI is ice viscosity (Schoof and Hewitt, 2016; Meyer and others,115

2018). If we assume incompressibility and mass conservation, this can be rewritten as Ñ “
ηI
φ̃

∇ ¨ J̃. We116

can thus re-express Equations (3) and (4) as coupled equations:117

BH̃
Bt̃
` u ¨ p∇H̃q ´∇ ¨ pK∇T̃ q “W ´ ρwL

˜

φÑ

ηI

¸

(6a)

∇ ¨

«

k0φ̃
α

ηw
rpρw ´ ρIqg`∇Ñ s

ff

“
φ̃Ñ

ηI
(6b)

Equations (6a) and (6b) represent a general, three-dimensional model for the evolution of temperature,118

effective pressure, and porosity in temperate ice. For this study, following previous work, we assume that119

horizontal advection is negligible, horizontal thermal diffusion is negligible, thermal conductivity K is120

constant with depth, and there is no melting at the ice surface (Perol and Rice, 2015; Schoof and Hewitt,121

2016; Meyer and Minchew, 2018). Therefore, Equations 6a and 6b can be written in a one-dimensional122

formulation as123

BH̃
Bt̃
` a

BH̃
Bz̃
´K

B2T̃

Bz̃2 “W ´ ρwL

˜

φ̃Ñ

ηI

¸

(7a)

B

Bz̃

#

k0φ̃
α

ηw

«

´ pρw ´ ρIqg `
BÑ

Bz̃

ff+

“
φ̃Ñ

ηI
(7b)

where a is rate of ice accumulation. For simplicity moving forward, we non-dimensionalize Equations (7a)124

and (7b). To do so, we define scales for enthalpy H̃, height z̃, ice temperature T̃ , porosity φ̃, effective pres-125

sure Ñ , time t̃, and meltwater flux J̃ based on ice thickness h, specific heat capacity of ice cp, mass density126

of ice ρI , a scale for ice viscosity rηIs, thermal conductivity K, the difference between melting temperature127

and surface temperature ∆T “ Tm ´ Ts, and latent heat of fusion L. These nondimensionalizations are128

defined as129
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H̃ “ rHsH rHs “ ρIcp∆T (8a)
z̃ “ hz (8b)
T̃ “ rT sT ` Tm rT s “ ∆T (8c)

φ̃ “ εφ ε “
ρIcp∆T
ρwL

(8d)

Ñ “ rN sN rN s “
rηIsK∆T
ερwLh2 (8e)

t̃ “ rtst rts “
h2ρIcp
K

(8f)

J̃ “ rJsJ rJs “
K∆T
ρwLh

(8g)

such that H, z, T, φ,N, t, J are dimensionless. The full nondimensionalization is presented in Appendix A,130

and the resulting non-dimensionalized versions of Equations 7a and 7b are131

BH
Bt
` Pe

BH
Bz
´
B2T

Bz2 “ Br´ φN (9a)

B

Bz

#

κφα

«

´ 1` δ BN
Bz

ff+

“ φN (9b)

defined as a function of the nondimensional numbers:132

Br “
Wh2

K∆T , the ratio of the rates of shear heating to thermal conduction

Pe “
aHρIcp
K

, the ratio of advection of cold ice to thermal diffusion

δ “
rN s

hpρw ´ ρIqg
, the contribution of effective pressure to moisture flux

κ “
k0ρIcpε

α´1pρw ´ ρIqg

Kηw
, the ratio of heat advected in the meltwater to thermal diffusion in the ice

In this work, we seek to find a steady-state solution, as done in Hewitt and Schoof (2017), and in future133

work will expand to consider time-dependent solutions. The steady-state forms of Equations 9a and 9b are134

Pe
Bφ

Bz
“ Br´ φN (10a)

Pe
BT

Bz
“
B2T

Bz2 ` Br (10b)

B

Bz

#

κφα

«

´ 1` δ BN
Bz

ff+

“ φN (10c)

Equation (10b) is solved analytically as in Meyer and Minchew (2018), with the important assumption135

that ice viscosity is constant with depth. This assumption is discussed further in the Discussion section.136

The parameter δ is small, and therefore at first order, we would like to neglect the term δ BN
Bz , but this137
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is a singular perturbation (Holmes, 2013). Therefore considering the higher-order terms is necessary. We138

derive asymptotic solutions to Equations 10a and 10c in both the outer layer (above the boundary layer;139

we define this solution as the outer solution) and the inner layer (within the boundary layer; we define this140

solution as the inner solution). We find the outer and inner solutions for both effective pressure and ice141

porosity.142

Outer Solutions143

Since the boundary layer thickness is defined through δ, to find a solution far from the boundary layer, we144

neglect the terms with the highest order of δ. For the outer solution of porosity, we substitute Equation145

(10a) into Equation (10c), with the condition that porosity must be zero at the boundary between cold ice146

and temperate ice (φpzctq “ 0, where zct is the depth of the top of the temperate zone):147

Pe
Bφ

Bz
“ Br`

B

Bz

”

κφα
ı

(11)

Integrating over depth and applying the boundary condition on porosity, we have148

Peφ´ κφα “ Brpz ´ zctq (12)

To find the outer solution of effective pressure, we solve Equation (10a) for Bφ
Bz and insert into Equation149

(10c). When rearranged, this becomes150

Nouter “ ´
Brκαφα´2

Pe´ καφα´1 (13)

When solved, Equations (12) and (13) give us the solutions for effective pressure and porosity away from151

the basal boundary. Equation (13) can be solved analytically and we solve Equation (12) numerically with152

an iterative nonlinear equation solver.153

Inner Solutions154

To find the solutions within the boundary layer, we rescale dimensionless height z̃ by a factor of δβ to155

obtain a scaled height ẑ156

z “ δβ ẑ (14)

which allows us to zoom into the boundary layer. To find β, we assume that the dimensionless groups of157

Equations (10a), (10b), and (10c) are all Op1q. The largest power of δ is 1
δβ

B
Bẑ rδ

1´β BN
Bẑ s, which is Opδ1´2βq.158

So if we let 1 ´ 2β “ 0, β “ 1
2 . Taking only Op1q and Opδ

1
2 q terms, Equations (10a) and (10c) can be159

rewritten as160

Pe
Bφ

Bẑ
“ δ

1
2 pBr´ φNq (15a)

B

Bẑ

#

κφα

«

´ 1` δ
1
2
BN

Bẑ

ff+

“ δ
1
2φN (15b)
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φinner can be expanded in the form φinnerpẑq “ φ0pẑq` δ
1
2φ1pẑq`Opδq. Approximating the solution to first161

order in δ
1
2φ1pẑq, we plug this expansion into Equations (15a) and (15b):162

Pe

«

Bφ0
Bẑ

` δ
1
2
Bφ1
Bẑ

ff

“ δ
1
2

”

Br´ φ0N
ı

(16a)

B

Bẑ

#

κpφ0 ` δ
1
2φ1q

α

«

´ 1` δ
1
2
BN

Bẑ

ff+

“ δ
1
2φ0N (16b)

Thus the zeroth and first order equations and solutions for Equation (16a) are163

Op1q : Pe
Bφ0
Bẑ

“ 0 (17a)

Opδ
1
2 q : Bφ1

Bẑ
“

Br´ φ0Ninner
Pe

(17b)

Since, from Equation 17a, φ0 is a constant in the boundary layer, it must be that φ0 “ φouterp0q, where164

ẑ “ 0 is at the bed to ensure matching between the inner and outer solutions. Equation (17b) is solved after165

finding an expression for the inner solution of Ñ . To find this, we consider Equation (16b). As only the166

first order solution for effective pressure is necessary, we only take terms of Opδ
1
2 q. Substituting Equation167

(17b) into Equation (16b), we obtain168

B2N

Bẑ2 “

«

Pe´ καφα´1
0

Peκφα0

ff

φ0N `
αφα´1

0 Br
Peφα0

(18)

After applying the boundary condition of Npẑ “ 0q “ N0, the inner solution for effective pressure is169

Ninner “ Nouterp0q ` pN0 ´Nouterp0qqexpp´aẑq (19a)

a “

d

Pe´ καφα´1
0

Peκφα0
φ0 (19b)

Equation (19a) can then substituted into Equation (17b) and then Equation (17b) integrated to find the170

first order solution for porosity φ1. To find the constant of integration C, we use the higher-order matching171

condition limẑÑ8 δ
βφ1pẑq “ limzÑ0 φouterpzq to find that C “ 0 (full description in Appendix B). Thus,172

the full inner solution for porosity is173

φinner “ φouterp0q ` δ
1
2

«

”Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ı

ẑ `
φ0
?
aPe

rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´
?
aẑs

ff

(20)

Composite Solutions and Meltwater Flux174

To find a solution for meltwater flux that is valid both in and out of the boundary layer, we seek composite175

solutions for effective pressure and porosity which combines the inner and outer solutions. To do so, we176

add the outer and inner solutions and subtract the overlap (Bender and Orszag, 1999; Holmes, 2013). The177

full derivation is in Appendix C, resulting in the following composite solutions:178
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Ncomposite “ Nouter ` pN0 ´Nouterp0qqexpp´
?
aẑq (21a)

φcomposite “ φouter ` φinner ´

«

φouterp0q `
z

zct

”

´
Brzct

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

ı

ff

(21b)

These are solutions for N and φ that are valid for the full temperate zone. We can then plug these solutions179

into a one-dimensional form of Equation (4) to find the resulting meltwater flux out of the temperate zone:180

J “ κφαcomposite

«

´ 1` δ BNcomposite
Bz

ff

(22)

In the following sections, we will use Equations (21a), (21b), and (22) to estimate effective pressure,181

porosity, and flux (respectively) in an idealized set-up, in order to determine the sensitivity of flux estimates182

to various parameters, and then in Antarctic ice streams, to make inferences about Antarctic ice dynamics.183

Comparison of Analytical Expressions with Numerics184

To benchmark our estimates, we compare our analytical expressions with results from a numerical model185

that solves Equations (7a) and (7b) in a finite volume implementation with a mesh of dz “ h
256 and where186

steady state is defined such that the sum of squares of differences between iterations is less than 10´8. The187

full numerical model is described in Meyer and others (2018). By the principles of asymptotics, the outer188

solution should be valid above the boundary layer (defined by the variable δ) and the inner solution should189

be valid within the boundary layer. The composite solution should be valid at all heights.190

In this section, for consistency with the parameters in the numerics, we set Br “ 22.5 and set δ “ 0.0023191

for a 200 meter thick ice column. For the remainder of the study, the parameter values are those presented in192

Table 1. This rate of shear heating and ice thickness results in a temperate zone forming at „ 68% of the ice193

thickness (Figure 1a). For effective pressure and porosity, the analytical expressions follow the numerics194

closely. Effective pressure is large at the cold/temperate boundary (zct) and decreases approximately195

linearly as it gets closer to the boundary layer. At the boundary layer, effective pressure begins to decrease196

exponentially (Figure 1b). Porosity, on the other hand, is zero at the cold/temperate boundary and197

increases approximately linearly until the boundary layer, at which point it increases with a linear and an198

exponential term (Figure 1c). The composite solutions for pressure and porosity follow the outer solution199

above the boundary layer and the inner solution within the boundary layer. The flux of meltwater out of200

the temperate zone increases down the ice column, with qp0q “ ´9.47 (Figure 1d). Since the flux at the201

bed computed by numerics is q “ ´9.67, our analytical estimate carries a small („ 2%) error. Comparison202

to numerical estimates for another rate of shear heating is presented in the Supplement to demonstrate the203

generality of the matching between analytics and numerics.204

Dependence of Results on Parameters205

The estimates presented here are affected by uncertain parameters, in particular the basal boundary con-206

dition for effective pressure N0, the porosity exponent α, the nondimensional ratio of heat advected in207

meltwater to heat diffused in ice κ, the nondimensional number representing the thickness of the basal208

boundary layer δ, and the nondimensional numbers that affect rates of shear heating and its effect on ice209

temperature Br, Pe. While Br and Pe can be estimated from observations, the remaining parameters carry210

significant uncertainties.211
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a b

c d

Temperate Zone Height

Boundary Layer Height

Boundary Layer Height

Boundary Layer Height

Fig. 1. Ice temperature, effective pressure, porosity, and meltwater flux, compared to numerics. In comparison to
numerics, we let H “ 200, Pe “ ´1.1115, κ “ 0.4416, Br “ 22.4919, δ “ 0.0023, α “ 2, ∆T “ 1, N0 “ 1.
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Fig. 2. Ice temperature, effective pressure, porosity, and meltwater flux, computed with varying parameters. The
standard parameters are h “ 1000 m, Pe “ ´2.5, κ “ 0.52, Br “ 6, δ “ 0.001, α “ 2.5, ∆T “ 25 K, N0 “ 1, and
then specific parameters are varied: (a) Br, (b) κ, (c) N0, (d) α, (e) Br and Pe, (f) κ and α.
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The parameters κ and α represent the permeability of glacier ice. Their exact values are uncertain212

(Figure 2b,d,f). The porosity exponent α likely lies between α “ 2 and α “ 3, consistent with a Kozeny-213

Carman model of permeability (Nye and Frank, 1973; Hewitt and Schoof, 2017). We define α “ 2.33, in line214

with Schoof and Hewitt (2016). We let κ “ 0.52, a value such that the permeability constant k0 “ 10´12215

m2, in line with Hewitt and Schoof (2017). Larger values of κ and α result in somewhat larger meltwater216

flux estimates, though the flux is not very sensitive to either parameter and is more sensitive to κ than to217

α. An increase in κ of 1 results in a change in meltwater flux of „ 5 m3 yr´1. Changing the value of α by218

1 results in a change in meltwater flux of „ 3 m3 yr´1.219

We chose the basal boundary condition N0 “ 20 kPa to approximate estimates of basal shear stress220

from inversions (Joughin and others, 2004; Morlighem and others, 2013; Ranganathan and others, 2021a).221

The choice in N0 does affect the flux, since higher effective pressure at the bed causes compaction and222

reduces flux out of the temperate zone (Figure 2c). Therefore, if the true effective pressure was greater223

than 20 kPa, we would expect a reduced flux, and if less than 20 kPa, we would expect an increased flux.224

A change in effective pressure of „ 2 kPa translates to a flux difference of „ 3 m3 yr´1. This suggests that225

uncertainties in N0 likely leads to uncertainties in our flux estimates of ď 100 m3 yr´1, or between 1´10%226

of the estimates.227

The nondimensional number δ physically represents the contribution of compaction to meltwater flux,228

and it directly relates to the thickness of the basal boundary layer by δ
1
2 z̃ being the nondimensional height229

of the boundary layer. We choose δ “ 0.001 such that the boundary layer is „ 3% of the ice thickness,230

representing a region close to the bed. Schoof and Hewitt (2016) chooses δ “ 0.02, in which the boundary231

layer is „ 14% of the ice thickness. In the Supplement, we evaluate the sensitivity of our estimates to the232

choice of δ value. A value of δ an order of magnitude larger than we use here (δ “ 0.01; similar to the233

value used in Schoof and Hewitt (2016)) yields a difference in flux of 0.5 m3 yr´1. A value of δ two orders234

of magnitude larger (δ “ 0.1) would result in a difference in flux estimate of „ 3 m3 yr´1. Since δ “ 0.1235

would yield a boundary layer likely too large to be physical, the choice of δ within reasonable values does236

not appear to significantly affect the estimates of flux.237

The most significant effect on meltwater flux comes from the Brinkman number Br, which defines the238

rate of shear heating and partially sets the thickness of the temperate zone. This is likely because altering239

Br alters the rate of heating and the extent of the temperate ice zone. As the Brinkman number increases240

from „ 5 ´ 30, the meltwater flux increases from „ ´2 to „ ´18. This difference is approximately an241

order of magnitude larger than comparable increases in the other parameters, suggesting that constraining242

the Brinkman number (which depends upon ice thickness, strain rate, and stress) is critical to estimating243

meltwater flux out of shear margins.244

ESTIMATES OF BASAL FLUX IN ANTARCTIC ICE STREAMS245

We apply the model for effective pressure, porosity, and meltwater flux to find estimates of meltwater246

production in temperate zones of shear margins in Antarctic glaciers. The model takes as an input strain247

rate, which here is computed from Landsat-8 velocity fields (Gardner and others, 2018), ice thickness,248

which here is found from BedMachine v01 (Morlighem and others, 2020), and surface mass balance, which249

here is found from RACMO estimates (Van Wessem and others, 2014). We assume that κ “ 0.52, α “ 2.33,250

and δ “ 0.001. We take δ such that δ
1
2 is a small, physically plausible value for the nondimensional height251

of the boundary layer. Changing the value of δ would shift the height of the boundary layer (and thus the252

height at which the inner solution is valid). The parameters used in this section are described in full in253

Table 1.254

To find the basal boundary condition for effective pressure, N0, we assume that the till that the ice255

slides over can be approximated as a perfectly plastic material, an assumption supported by laboratory256

experiments (Kamb, 1991; Iverson and others, 1998; Tulaczyk and others, 2000a,b) and inferences from257
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Table 1. Model parameters for estimates of meltwater flux in all sections except the comparison to numerics.

Parameter Value Unit Reason

κ 0.52 In line with the k0 values in Hewitt and Schoof (2017)

α 2.33 As in Schoof and Hewitt (2016)

δ 0.001 The boundary layer is „ 3% of the ice thickness, a region close to the bed

ε 0.01 As in Schoof and Hewitt (2016)

K 2.1 W m´1 K´1

ρw 1000 kg m´3

ρI 917 kg m´3

L 3.34ˆ 105 J kg´1 As in Schoof and Hewitt (2016); Hewitt and Schoof (2017)

n 3 The commonly used value for the stress exponent (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010)

A 2.4ˆ 10´24 Pa´3 s´1 The tabulated value for temperate ice (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010)

Tm 273 K

observations (Gillet-Chaulet and others, 2016; Joughin and others, 2019), such that the yield stress τ˚ “258

c0 ` µN , where c0 is the cohesion of the material and µ is the internal friction coefficient. Laboratory259

studies have found c0 « 0 and µ « 1
2 (Tulaczyk and others, 2000b; Iverson, 2010), meaning the yield stress260

τ˚ “
1
2N . Assuming that the basal sediments are yielding, a reasonable assumption for the ice flowing at261

the speeds that West Antarctic ice streams do (Kamb, 1991; Iverson and Iverson, 2001), then τ˚ “ τb “
1
2N ,262

where τb is the basal shear stress. Estimates of basal shear stress have been found in Antarctic ice streams263

from inverse methods and show τb ď 10 kPa in many regions (MacAyeal, 1992; MacAyeal and others, 1995;264

Ranganathan and others, 2021a). Therefore, here we define N0 “ 20 kPa.265

Figure 3 presents estimates of the thickness of the temperate zone and meltwater flux at the bed for266

dynamically-significant regions of Antarctica. Dimensional estimates of flux are calculated from nondimen-267

sional estimates produced by Equations (21a), (21b), and (22) through the scalings presented in Equation268

(8). In Equation (22), values of flux are in m yr´1. To find flux estimates in m3 yr´1, we multiply estimates269

Fig. 3. Thickness of temperate zones and meltwater flux over (a) Pine Island Glacier, (b) Bindschadler Ice Stream,
(c) Byrd Glacier, (d) Amery Ice Shelf, computed from observed strain-rates (right). Basal boundary condition is set
as N0 “ 20 kPa, as described in text. Colored boxes on observed strain-rates correspond to those in Figure 4.
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by an areal scale. In this case, we use the resolution of strain rate observations (240 m x 240 m).270

Regions of high strain rate generally translate to regions with larger temperate zones and thus larger271

flux of meltwater to the bed. The temperate zone in Pine Island Glacier (Figure 3a) reaches „ 75% of272

the ice thickness in the fastest-deforming regions, resulting in a meltwater flux of ą 2000 m3 yr´1 in that273

region. However, shallower temperate zones result in very little meltwater flux, such as the situation over274

the ice shelf on Pine Island Glacier and along the shear margin of Bindschadler Ice Stream (Figure 3b),275

where the flux is ă 1000 m3 yr´1 near the grounding line of the southern shear margin. Due to higher276

rates of deformation in the margins, there are larger temperate zones and higher meltwater fluxes in Byrd277

Glacier (Figure 3c) and along the Amery Ice Shelf (Figure 3d).278

We estimate full depth profiles of effective pressure N , porosity φ, and meltwater flux along three279

Antarctic shear margins: Pine Island Glacier (Figure 4a), Bindschadler Ice Stream (Figure 4b), and Byrd280

Glacier (Figure 4c). All three shear margins contain temperate zones. In Bindschadler Ice Stream, this281

temperate zone is concentrated near the grounding line due to an increase in strain rate driving shear282

heating (Gardner and others, 2018; Meyer and Minchew, 2018). In Byrd Glacier, there is a region of zero283

temperate zone thickness in the middle of the transect, likely due to the mountainous topography of the284

region reducing strain rate or tributaries carrying cold ice into the margin. Pine Island Glacier has a285

temperate zone for most of the transect, out to „ 80 km upstream of the grounding line, due to its fast286

flow.287

In all three shear margins, effective pressure remains low in the middle of the temperate zone („ 1´ 4288

kPa) and increases rapidly at deeper depths, reaching N0 “ 20 kPa at the bed. Porosity is high in both289

Pine Island Glacier and Byrd Glacier where there are large strain rates and thus more significant rates of290

shear heating („ 4%), while porosity is lower in Bindschadler Ice Stream („ 1%). This translates into a291

reduced meltwater flux out of Bindschadler Ice Stream („ 600 m3 yr´1) as compared to Pine Island Glacier292

(„ 2000´ 6000 m3 yr´1) and Byrd Glacier („ 6000´ 10000 m3 yr´1), since increased porosity allows for293

more drainage of water through the ice column. Therefore, regions of higher porosity translate to increased294

meltwater flux reaching the bed.295

On Pine Island Glacier, there is a reduced meltwater flux at the bed due to a region of reduced porosity,296

which when combined with the large effective pressure at the bed translates to a near-zero meltwater flux.297

While the rates of shear heating may be larger in Pine Island Glacier, due to larger strain rates, the flux of298

meltwater is also dependent upon ice thickness. Since Byrd Glacier has, on average, thinner ice than Pine299

Island Glacier, this translates into an increased meltwater flux.300

Further, there is a region of increased porosity near the bed in Bindschadler Ice Stream „ 5 ´ 10 km301

from the grounding line, which correlates with a region of acceleration seen in Landsat-8 velocity fields.302

Previous work has suggested that this region of acceleration may be due to changes in effective pressure303

at the bed due to subglacial hydrologic channels (Meyer and others, 2018) and therefore the estimates304

provided here may provide a link to estimating the effect of meltwater flux from shear margins on glacial305

acceleration. Furthermore, using more accurate, spatially varying basal boundary conditions for effective306

pressure may enable an estimate of the flux into those hydrologic channels that may be affecting the rate307

of ice flow.308

DISCUSSION309

Contributions of Shear Margins to Meltwater at the Bed310

These results demonstrate the potentially significant contribution of shear heating in rapidly deforming311

ice to meltwater gathering in basal channels and cavities. Other potential sources of meltwater at the bed312

include melting by geothermal heat flux and melting by friction at the ice-bed interface that is generated due313

to ice sliding over the basal surface (Tulaczyk and others, 2000b; Fisher and others, 2015). In some regions,314

surface melt may also be an important source, though we neglect it given cold surface temperatures in315
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Fig. 4. Profiles of effective pressure, porosity, and meltwater flux along (a) Bindschadler Ice Stream southern
margin, (b) Byrd Glacier northern margin, (c) Pine Island Glacier southern margin. Colors of boxes around figures
correspond to those in Figur e 3. MODIS satellite imagery shown on the first row, with profiles of strain rates with
distance upstream as an inset and the red line denoting the locations of the transects corresponding to the profiles
shown on the second row. Second colorbar denotes nondimensional estimates.
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a
Bindschadler Ice Stream

b
Byrd Glacier

c
Pine Island Glacier

Fig. 5. Contributions to meltwater flux into subglacial hydrologic channels from geothermal heating, frictional
heating at the bed, and shear heating in (a) Bindschadler Ice Stream, (b) Byrd Glacier, (c) Pine Island Glacier.

Antarctica. The contributions from geothermal heat flux and frictional melting at the bed were modeled by316

Robel and others (2013), incorporating melting by geothermal heat flux, sliding at the bed, and conduction317

into the ice. Here, we neglect the effect of thermal conduction into the ice as there is no conduction into a318

temperate ice zone due to the constant temperature. We apply the same model to estimate the comparative319

contributions of geothermal heat and sliding at the bed to our new estimates of melting by shear heating320

in margins. Following Robel and others (2013), we define the meltwater supply at the bed s as321

s “
1
ρiL

”

G` τbub

ı

` J (23)

where ρi is ice density, L is the latent heat of fusion, G is the geothermal heat flux, τb is basal shear stress,322

and ub is basal velocity. J is the (dimensional) flux magnitude, computed from Equation (22). To find323

melting by sliding at the bed, we assume that vertical shearing is negligible such that us « ub, where us is324

surface velocity. This is a reasonable assumption in most West Antarctic ice streams, where the ice slips325

over weak till and sediments (Joughin and others, 2004; Morlighem and others, 2013; Ranganathan and326

others, 2021a). This assumption provides an upper bound on melt rate from frictional heating. So, we can327

find basal shear stress from effective pressure as described in the previous section.328

To estimate melting by geothermal heat flux, we take values of geothermal heat flux inferred from329

observational and field studies (Schroeder and others, 2014; Fisher and others, 2015). Schroeder and others330

(2014) estimated geothermal heat flux underneath Thwaites Glacier, another glacier in West Antarctica,331

using radar and found G « 114 mW m´2. Fisher and others (2015) presented estimates of geothermal heat332

flux from geomagnetic data and borehole measurements and found that flux ranges from « 60´ 100 mW333

m´2 in West Antarctica. However, there is still significant uncertainty in estimates of geothermal heat flux334

(Burton-Johnson and others, 2020). Therefore, we compute a range of meltwater flux from geothermal335

heating, assuming that geothermal heat flux falls between 20 ´ 120 mW m´2. These values encompass336

most of the estimates of geothermal heat flux in non-volcanic regions of Earth (Turcotte and Schubert,337

2002).338

The contributions of geothermal heating, frictional heating from sliding at the bed, and shear heating339

(estimated in this study) to meltwater flux are presented in Figure 5. Contributions from geothermal340

heat flux are orders of magnitude larger than the other sources („ 104 ´ 105 mm yr´1, depending on341

the magnitude of geothermal heat flux) due to the high rates of heat flux. However, the estimate of342

meltwater production from geothermal heat flux provided here assumes a dry bed. In reality, there is343

liquid water at the bed which reduces geothermal heat flux due to the high heat capacity of water and344

movement of water through active hydrological systems. Therefore, these estimates are an upper bound345
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for melting by geothermal heat flux and it may be true that the meltwater production from this process is346

much lower. Frictional heating at the bed and shear heating both contribute „ 1´ 102 mm yr´1 and the347

meltwater contributions from these two sources are approximately the same order of magnitude in all three348

glaciers. Further, we are again not accounting for feedbacks between these processes and water content.349

Lubrication at the bed by liquid water may reduce frictional heating and thus reduce the contribution of350

frictional heating to meltwater production at the bed.351

In Bindschadler Ice Stream, the shear heating contribution reaches approximately the contribution of352

frictional heating at the bed at the region of highest flux (and highest strain rate). In Byrd Glacier, shear353

heating at the bed contributes more meltwater to subglacial channels than frictional heating at the bed354

does, though the shear heating contribution decreases with distance upstream. Very far upstream („ 80355

km), there is a region of high meltwater flux contribution from shear heating. In Pine Island Glacier, the356

contribution of shear heating is approximately the same as the contribution of frictional heating at the357

bed until near the grounding line, where meltwater flux decreases „ 3 orders of magnitude. This decrease358

can be seen in estimates of porosity (Figure 4c), where there is a narrow band of reduced porosity near359

the grounding line. This may be due to an anomaly in ice thickness or in the nonlinear equation solver360

that finds the outer solution of porosity from Equation (12). The resolution of the data (250 mˆ 250 m)361

is not fine enough to determine whether this reduction has a clear physical basis. Along the rest of the362

shear margin, the contributions of shear heating and frictional heating at the bed are approximately of the363

same magnitude. In regions where surface melting is significant (such as in the Greenland Ice Sheet), the364

contribution from surface melt would likely be dominant over the three sources presented here, though on365

the Antarctic Ice Sheet that contribution is likely small.366

These results suggest that shear heating is a non-negligible contribution of meltwater to subglacial367

channels. This would imply that explicitly modeling polythermal ice, accounting for boundary layers, is368

necessary to gain an accurate estimate of the water content in subglacial channels. Furthermore, these369

results support previous work that propose feedbacks between rapidly-deforming ice and subglacial hy-370

drology. Many studies have suggested that melting from shear margins drains to the bed and provides a371

control on the width and position of ice streams, particularly in ice streams that are not topographically372

controlled (Jacobson and Raymond, 1998; Perol and Rice, 2015; Perol and others, 2015; Meyer and others,373

2018). Further, studies have proposed that water content in subglacial till and in subglacial channels can374

affect the rate of ice flow over the bed by affecting the strength of subglacial till and thus the rate of basal375

sliding (Perol and Rice, 2015; Elsworth and Suckale, 2016; Damsgaard and others, 2016; Meyer and others,376

2016, 2018; Haseloff and others, 2019). These results also suggest that shear heating must be accounted for377

as a contribution to subglacial lakes and may be a way to more accurately model the volume of water in378

subglacial lakes. Accurate estimates and modeling of the contribution of water to subglacial lakes may be a379

step towards predicting changes to flow speed due to floods from subglacial lakes (Stearns and others, 2008;380

Siegfried and others, 2016; Stubblefield and others, 2021). Finally, the localization of meltwater delivery381

in shear margins has important implications for the spatial variability of basal shear stress and the pat-382

terns of subglacial channels underneath Antarctic ice streams. Our estimates may provide a step towards383

illuminating the processes affecting basal properties, shear margin migration, and freshwater input into384

the ocean. Further, these results can provide an input into subglacial routing models which may estimate385

where water drained from temperate ice flows and how much ends up in subglacial lakes. We reserve for386

future work an exploration of where the meltwater goes.387

Summary of Key Assumptions and Future Work388

This study makes a few assumptions that impact these results, though we expect the main conclusions389

to hold. In particular, we assume a constant ice softness parameter A and take a simple, isotropic form390

of Glen’s law that computes ice viscosity based solely on stress and strain rate. However, factors such as391

anisotropy (fabric), ice temperature, and ice porosity likely affect ice viscosity. Incorporating the effect of392
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anisotropy, ice temperature and ice porosity in ice softness will likely increase the incidence of temperate393

zones and increase meltwater flux from temperate ice in shear margins. Currently, anisotropy is parame-394

terized through fabric enhancement factors in the flow law, though the values of these enhancement factors395

are uncertain. Therefore, we keep enhancement factors implicit within the value of A in this study in order396

to reduce uncertain parameters in the model and we reserve for future work a more complete study of the397

effect of anisotropy on rates of deformation and, therefore, on the generation of temperate zones. Given398

that ice in shear margins is approximately in simple shear, many studies suggest that a scalar enhancement399

to the ice softness parameter A is appropriate for these conditions (Ma and others, 2010; Minchew and oth-400

ers, 2018; Graham and others, 2018). Any enhancement to strain rates not captured in our constant value401

for A would likely increase ice temperatures from a given strain rate and therefore increase the thickness402

of existing temperate zones and create temperate zones where we do not estimate any in this study.403

Including ice temperature in the ice softness parameter A through an Arrhenius relation has been done404

in previous studies and these studies have shown that the generation of temperate ice from shear margins405

is likely (Suckale and others, 2014; Meyer and others, 2018; Haseloff and others, 2019). Incorporating406

temperature into A may also produce larger and more extensive temperate zones than we present here,407

because shear heating would soften the ice and enable faster deformation, thereby increasing the Brinkman408

number Br and directly increasing the thickness of temperate zones. In the Supplement Figure S4, we show409

that regions and extent of temperate ice zones estimated are larger when we allow for coupling between A410

and ice temperature, suggesting larger meltwater fluxes than those presented here.411

A similar effect occurs when incorporating ice porosity into ice softness A for regions of temperate412

ice. The effect of porosity on ice softness is generally parameterized by A “ A0p1 ` cφq where c « 200413

(Duval, 1977; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), and therefore increasing porosity in temperate zones, as seen in414

this study, would result in an increase in ice softness (Haseloff and others, 2019). Softer ice would deform415

faster, increasing the rate of shear heating and thus increasing the presence of temperate zones. Given416

that, in this study, we use a constant ice softness A, the estimates presented in this study can be thought417

of as a lower bound on meltwater flux from shear margins in the absence of horizontal advection, and we418

reserve for future work a full consideration of the feedbacks involved with porosity, ice temperature, and419

ice softness.420

Here, we compute the rates of shear heating following Meyer and Minchew (2018), which computes421

the Brinkman number Br from the rate of work done during deformation W . This implicitly assumes422

that all of the work done during deformation gets dissipated as heat. If we define an energy partitioning423

parameter Θ as the fraction of work done during deformation that is dissipated as heat and estimated that424

in rapidly-deforming regions, values of Θ may be lower than Θ “ 1 in ice stream and glacier shear margins.425

If we apply initial estimates of Θ to estimating shear heating, the temperate zones in both Pine Island426

Glacier and Bindschadler Ice Stream may become negligible due to the deformational work driving dynamic427

recrystallization mechanisms rather than heating (presented fully in the Supplement). Byrd Glacier has a428

reduced temperate zone and therefore a reduced meltwater flux. We reserve for future work an exploration429

of the effects of energy partitioning on meltwater flux estimates.430

In this study we take an isotropic form of Glen’s flow law with the stress exponent n “ 3. While this431

value is commonly used in glaciological literature and is supported by laboratory experiments (Jezek and432

others, 1985; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), recent studies have suggested that in Antarctic conditions, the433

value of the stress exponent n may be closer to n “ 4 (Millstein and others, 2021; Ranganathan and others,434

2021b). Ice rheology affects these results through estimates of ice temperature and therefore estimates of435

the thickness of temperate zones. Larger values of n allow for higher rates of shear heating and thus would436

produce more significant temperate zones. This would increase our estimates of meltwater flux to the bed437

and extend the regions in which considering polythermal glacier structures is necessary. Further, there has438

been some consideration for the effect of ice temperature and ice deformation rate on the stress exponent439

n. In particular, studies have considered how the stress exponent n changes with liquid water content in440

the ice and have found significant softening and acceleration due to the presence of liquid water (Barnes441
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and others, 1971; Duval, 1977; de La Chapelle and others, 1995) and potential changes in the deformation442

mechanism, resulting in estimates of n as low as n “ 1.1 for large water contents (De La Chapelle and443

others, 1999; Adams and others, 2021).444

Finally, we neglect the effects of lateral advection of cold ice into shear margins along the length of445

the shear margin to focus on studying the effect of existing temperate zones on meltwater flux at the446

bed. These effects have been examined in previous studies, which found that lateral advection reduces447

ice temperature in the shear margin, which would likely reduce the estimates of meltwater flux seen here448

(Suckale and others, 2014; Haseloff and others, 2019; Hunter and others, 2021). While in this study we449

focus on estimating meltwater flux in the absence of lateral advection in order to focus on the physics450

of melt and transport, these previous studies provide a framework for incorporating lateral advection,451

such as using a lateral advection parameter that subtracts from the Brinkman number to find the rate of452

shear heating (Meyer and Minchew, 2018). This is a necessary next step to fully realizing the presence of453

temperate zones and ice temperature profiles in Antarctica.454

CONCLUSION455

In this study we consider the contribution of shear heating in the margins of ice streams to the flux of456

meltwater to the bed, which often flows in channels that transport water to the ocean and affect the rates of457

ice flow and the geometry of ice streams. We build upon the polythermal ice flow model developed by Schoof458

and Hewitt (2016) to estimate effective pressure, porosity, and meltwater flux in regions of temperate ice459

generated by shear heating. We find analytical estimates for three fields that compare well with numerical460

model estimates. We then apply this model to Antarctic glaciers to estimate the contribution of meltwater461

flux from shear margins. We find that shear heating supplies „ 1000 ´ 2000 m3 yr´1, a rate that is462

comparable to the contribution from frictional heating at the bed by orders of magnitude smaller than the463

likely contribution from geothermal heat flux. Further, the meltwater supply from shear margins is highly464

localized, and previous studies have suggested that the localized increase in water content at the bed may465

influence yielding of the bed and the location of ice stream margins, which has implications for large-scale466

ice stream flow (Haseloff and others, 2019).467

To construct an analytical model, we made a number of simplifications, the most significant of which are468

assuming a constant ice softness parameter A, neglecting lateral advection, and assuming steady state. A469

necessary direction of future work is to incorporate the effects of ice temperature, porosity, and anisotropy470

into ice rheology. This would likely increase the estimates of meltwater flux due to increasing the rate of471

shear heating in softer ice and increasing the thickness of temperate ice zones, as shown in the Supplement.472

However, the incorporation of lateral advection may reduce estimates of meltwater flux due to the advection473

of cold ice into the shear margin. Finally, another important direction for future work is to consider time-474

dependence and the evolution of meltwater flux. The results presented here suggest a need to incorporate475

models for polythermal ice flow, as done in Schoof and Hewitt (2016) and Hewitt and Schoof (2017), and to476

constrain ice flow properties in temperate ice. Further, these results provide a framework for considering the477

feedbacks between rapid, localized deformation and basal properties and the effects of these feedbacks on ice478

flow. Finally, the estimates presented here may shed light on the amount of meltwater in subglacial channels479

and subglacial lakes, which is currently uncertain and has the potential impact ice flow significantly.480

APPENDIX481

Appendix A: Nondimensionalization482

Let483
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H̃ “ rHsH rHs “ ρIcp∆T
z̃ “ Hz

T̃ “ rT sT ` Tm rT s “ ∆T

φ̃ “ rφsφ rφs “ ε “
ρIcp∆T
ρwL

Ñ “ rN sN rN s “
rηIsK∆T
ερwLH2

t̃ “ rtst rts “
H2ρIcp
K

We non-dimensionalize Equation (7a):484

rHs
rts

BH
Bt
` a

rHs
H

BH
Bz
´K

rT s

H2
B2T

Bz2 “W ´
ρwLrφsrN s
rηIs

φN (24)

ùñ
BH
Bt
` a

rts

H

BH
Bz
´K

rT srts

rHsH2
B2T

Bz2 “W
rts

rHs
´
ρwLrtsrφsrN s
rηIsrHs

φN (25)

ùñ
BH
Bt
`

´aH2ρIcp
HK

¯

BH
Bz
´

´K∆TH2ρIcp
H2KρIcp∆T

¯

B2T

Bz2 “
´ H2ρIcp
KρIcp∆T

¯

W ´

´ρwLH2εηIK∆T
ηIK∆TερwLH2

¯

φN (26)

ùñ
BH
Bt
`

´aHρIcp
K

¯

BH
Bz
´
B2T

Bz2 “
´ H2

K∆T

¯

W ´ φN (27)

(28)

We define two nondimensional numbers:485

Br “ WH2

K∆T (29)

Pe “ aHρIcp
K

(30)

So we can rewrite Equation (28) in terms of these numbers:486

BH
Bt
` PeBH

Bz
´
B2T

Bz2 “ Br´ φN (31)

Now we non-dimensionalize Equation (7b):487

1
H

B

Bz

#

k0prφsφq
α

ηw

«

´ pρw ´ ρIqg `
rN s

H

BN

Bz

ff+

“
rφsrN s

ηI
φN (32)

ùñ
k0ε

α

Hηw

B

Bz

#

φα

«

´ pρw ´ ρIqg `
rN s

H

BN

Bz

ff+

“
εrN s

ηI
φN (33)

ùñ
k0ε

αpρw ´ ρIqg

Hηw

B

Bz

#

φα

«

´ 1` rN s

Hpρw ´ ρIqg

BN

Bz

ff+

“
εrN s

ηI
φN (34)
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We multiply both sides by ρwLH2

∆TK :488

˜

ρwLH2

∆TK

¸

k0ε
αpρw ´ ρIqg

Hηw

B

Bz

#

φα

«

´ 1` rN s

Hpρw ´ ρIqg

BN

Bz

ff+

“

˜

ρwLH2

∆TK

¸

εrN s

ηI
φN (35)

ùñ
k0ε

αρwLHpρw ´ ρIqg
ηwK∆T

B

Bz

#

φα

«

´ 1` rN s

Hpρw ´ ρIqg

BN

Bz

ff+

“
ρwLH2εηIK∆T
K∆TηIερwLH2φN (36)

(37)

Define two more non-dimensional numbers:489

δ “
rN s

Hpρw ´ ρIqg
(38)

κ “
k0ρIcpε

αpρw ´ ρIqg

εKηw
(39)

So we can rewrite Equation (37) in terms of these numbers:490

B

Bz

#

κφα

«

´ 1` δ BN
Bz

ff+

“ φN (40)

The non-dimensionalized equations are491

BH
Bt
` PeBH

Bz
´
B2T

Bz2 “ Br´ φN (41)

B

Bz

#

κφα

«

´ 1` δ BN
Bz

ff+

“ φN (42)

Appendix B: Higher-Order Matching to Find Inner Solution of Porosity, φ1492

Equation (19a) can be used to find the first order solution for porosity from Equation (17b). We can493

integrate Equation (17b) to obtain494

φ1pẑq “

ż Br´ φ0Ninner
Pe dẑ (43)

“

ż Br
Pe ´

φ0
Pe

“

Nouterp0q ` rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´
?
aẑs

‰

dẑ (44)

“

ż Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe ´

φ0
Pe rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´

?
aẑsdẑ (45)

“

”Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ı

ẑ `
φ0
?
aPe rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´

?
aẑs ` C (46)

(47)

To find C, we use the higher-order matching condition495
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lim
ẑÑ8

δβφ1pẑq “ lim
zÑ0

φouterpzq (48)

First let’s expand the outer solution for z Ñ 0. Consider Equation (12), the outer porosity equation. Let496

y “ φouter and expand y such that497

y “ y0 `
z

zct
y1 (49)

We can expand Equation (12) as498

Pepy0 `
z

zct
y1q ´ κpy0 `

z

zct
y1q

α “ Brpz ´ zctq (50)

At zeroth order, we have Pey0 ´ κyα0 “ Brpz ´ zctq, in which y0 “ φouterp0q. At first order (Op zzct q), we499

have500

Pey1 ´ καy
α´1
0 y1 “ Brzct (51)

ùñ y1 “ ´
Brzct

καyα´1
0 ´ Pe

(52)

So we have501

lim
zÑ0

φouterpzq “ φouterp0q `
z

zct

«

´
Brzct

καyα´1
0 ´ Pe

ff

(53)

Now let’s expand φ1pẑq for large ẑ. We note that ẑ “ z
δβ

and we do a change of variables:502

lim
zÑ8

ż

δβ
Bφ1
Bẑ

dẑ “ δβ

«

Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
δβPe

ff

ẑ ` lim
zÑ8

δβ
φ0
?
aPe rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´

?
a

δβ
zs ` C (54)

“

«

Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ff

ẑ ` C (55)

Here we employ higher-order matching since we’re interested in the constant of integration for φ1. In this503

case, the higher-order matching condition is limzÑ8 δ
βφ1pzq “

z
zct
y1. So the matching condition from504

Equation (48) is505

«

Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ff

z ` C “ ´
z

zct

Brzct
καyα´1

0 ´ Pe
(56)

ùñ

«

Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ff

` C “ ´
Br

καyα´1
0 ´ Pe

(57)

Recall that Nouterp0q “ ´
Brκαφα´2

0
Pe´καφα´1

0
. We plug this into Equation (57) such that506
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«Br´ φ0 ´
Brκαφα´2

0
Pe´καφα´1

0

Pe

ff

` C “ ´
Br

καyα´1
0 ´ Pe

(58)

ùñ
Br
Pe ´

φ0
Pe

«

´
Brκαφα´2

0
Pe´ καφα´1

0

ff

` C “ ´
Br

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

(59)

ùñ
Br
Pe ´

1
Pe

«

´
Brκαφα´1

0
Pe´ καφα´1

0

ff

` C “ ´
Br

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

(60)

ùñ
BrrPe´ καφα´1

0 s ` Brκαφα´1
0

PerPe´ καφα´1
0 s

` C “ ´
Br

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

(61)

ùñ
Br

Pe´ καφα´1
0

` C “ ´
Br

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

(62)

ùñ C “ 0 (63)

We then plug this C into Equation (47) to finalize our equation for the first-order solution of porosity:507

φ1pẑq “
”Br´ φ0Nouterp0q

Pe

ı

ẑ `
φ0
?
aPe rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´

?
aẑs (64)

We can plug this into φinnerpẑq “ φ0pẑq ` δ
1
2φ1pẑq to arrive at our inner solution for porosity:508

φinner “ φouterp0q ` δ
1
2

«

”Br´ φ0Nouterp0q
Pe

ı

ẑ `
φ0
?
aPe rN0 ´Nouterp0qs expr´

?
aẑs

ff

(65)

APPENDIX C: FINDING COMPOSITE SOLUTIONS509

To find the composite solution for effective pressure, we consider the overlap region510

lim
ẑÑ8

Ninnerpẑq “ lim
z̃Ñ0

Nouterpz̃q “ Nouterp0q (66)

So the composite solution for effective pressure is511

Ncomposite “ Nouter ` pN0 ´Nouterp0qqexpp´
?
aẑq (67)

To find the composite solution for porosity, we consider the overlap region512

lim
ẑÑ8

φinnerpẑq “ lim
zÑ0

φouterpzq (68)

Recall from Equation (49) that we can expand the outer solution for small z. We take the expansion as513

the matching condition such that514
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lim
ẑÑ8

φinnerpẑq “ lim
zÑ0

φouterpzq “ φouterp0q `
z

zct

«

´
Brzct

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

ff

(69)

Therefore the composite solution of porosity combines Equations 12 and 65 and can be written as515

φcomposite “ φouter ` φinner ´

«

φouterp0q `
z

zct

”

´
Brzct

καφα´1
0 ´ Pe

ı

ff

(70)
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